
UK GDP data for November was released this morning before
market open in London, indicating that the region grew by a robust
0.9% m/m versus analysts' expectations for 0.4% and vs the prior
month's 0.2%. This result finally took GDP for the region back above
the size it was at just before the first set of lockdowns in March 2020,
according to the Office for National Statistics (ONS). The United
Kingdom's economy at the end of November was 0.7% bigger than it
was in February 2020.
We suspect GDP took a hit during December as the Omicron strain
spread rapidly across the UK and Europe, with this loss of
momentum even likely to have stretched across into January as many
British firms grapple with severe staff shortages and consumers still
somewhat wary of going out.
Health officials in the UK believe the Omicron wave has now peaked
and most analysts say the effect on its economy will be short-lived,
allowing the BOE to raise rates further this year.
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Equities: Markets in Europe are moving lower on Friday morning, looking now to finish the
week slightly in the red. Tech stocks and bond-proxies such as utilities and consumer
staples have suffered this week, for example the tech-heavy Nasdaq traded 2.4% lower on
Wall Street last night. VIX at $20 on Friday.  Asia traded mostly lower overnight, Omicron-
related disruptions pose uncertainties for much of the region, along with softening global
demand and persistently high cost pressures. 
Currencies: The Dollar has taken a step lower this week, bringing the Euro to $1.146 and
Sterling to $1.373. The world's reserve currency is in fact heading for its worst week in over
a year as traders now consider Federal Reserve rate hikes this year as being fully priced in,
and of course are moving to take some profit. EUR/GBP is weaker today at 0.834, after the
release of positive UK GDP numbers, the currency pair briefly traded 2-year lows earlier this
week.
Safe-havens: Bonds seem to be taking a break this week, and have seen relatively quiet
trade, after yields surged higher last week, US yr is currently yielding 1.74% having very
briefly seen its highest yield since early 2020 on Monday. Shorter duration bonds continue
to sell off this week as a Fed March rate hike is basically fully priced in - US 2yr now at 0.93%.
Looking ahead: UK GDP came in stronger than expected earlier this morning, and will be
followed after lunch by US monthly Retail Sales results. ECB President Lagarde is also due to
speak at an online event later today. Monday next week is set to be quiet across the board -
US markets will remain shut for the Martin Luther King bank holiday. Earnings season kicks
off today in the US, with releases due from some of the country's big banks.
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According to Eurostat today, house prices in the Eurozone increased
at their quickest ever annual rate during the third quarter of 2021,
up by a significant 8.8% y/y. This is the strongest pace for the Euro
area since this data was first collected back in 2005. In terms of the
wider EU area, prices were 9.2% stronger vs the same period in 2020
- the highest annual rate since 2007. These figures represent an
increase on the second quarter's y/y rates of 6.8% for the Eurozone
and 7.4% for the EU. Ireland's rate for Q3 was 10.6%, the EU's 12th
highest.
Taking a closer look at domestic house prices, we saw the Society of
Chartered Surveyors Ireland (SCSI) today state that it is expecting a
5% rise in the country, with most of that front-loaded to the first
quarter of the year. The society is forecasting for the median price of
a home in Ireland to rise by about €14,000 in 2022. The median price
nationally is currently standing at €250,000, with Dublin at €400,000.

German multinational software corporation SAP pre-announced
their Q4 results earlier today while also announcing a new share
repurchase program for up to €1 billion. Revenue from the firm's
cloud computing business soared by 28% y/y as more customers
made the shift across to the cloud with regard to their IT operations.
Cloud revenue came in at €2.61b in Q4, with SAP now aiming for
cloud revenue growth of up to 26% this year.
The company also saw a 6% rise in overall revenue during Q4,
bringing the figure to €7.98 billion, while adjusted earnings per share
increased by 10% to €1.86. SAP are due to release their full set of
results on January 27th.


